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Imo video calling app for windows

You won't be able to sustain it all the time, if you're presenting or talking a lot, you want to create confusion that And you have a DSLR camera, you can kick things even further and use it as a webcam. It includes a bit of setup, and not all cameras are capable of it, but the payoff is huge. RELATED: How to use a digital camera as a webcam go ahead and
zoom! It's There are actually webapps that require smaller plugins to install, so some Windows-only (which is great). Google Voice and Video – accessible from Gmail – is another great option. The quality is very good, with enhanced video chat plugin, It is designed right in Gmail. Facebook video calling is surprisingly great. If you haven't used it, I highly
suggest that you try it. The quality is pretty great, and practically everyone you know probably uses Facebook, so it's easier for them to use it instead of anything like Skype. (Note that Facebook's video calling is powered by Skype, but does not require its installation- all it requires is a plugin). You start a call from Facebook, but it's completely detached from
your browser in its small borderless window- in fact, you can also leave your browser and it'll keep running. It's easy to use, too, and there's no clutter in the program window or in your start menu. Don't be afraid of Facebook branding, it's actually a solid video chat client. Finally, we have the ever popular Skype. It's not our favorite— in fact, it's easily the least
favorite of the above options — but it's probably the one you'll have to do on your computer anyway. We don't like it because its interface is big and cluttered, and it has a lot of annoying tendencies (such as setting yourself up to autostart with your machine, and forcing you to use your jumplist to leave the program). You'll probably have to keep a copy of it
around, but if you can, we recommend convincing your other parties to use Hangouts, or at least Facebook, instead of full-blown Skype. All told, Skype is not without its plusus- it's available on almost every platform known to humans (including mobile), and it offers some pretty good phone calling features. But when it comes to video chat, you have other,
better options. LifeHacker's App Directory is a new and growing directory of recommendations for the best applications and tools in many categories. Categories.
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